Accelerators

Take your success to the next level — Accelerate your Salesforce implementation and
maximize your ROI.
What is an Accelerator?
An Accelerator is a well-tested unlocked package that fusionSpan provides its customers as a starting point to
accelerate the development of a particular feature. Accelerators are heavily leveraged in the Salesforce ecosystem
to hasten the delivery of critical functionality. As Accelerator code is unmanaged, it is owned by the customer and
can be modified to meet their organization's needs.

Trade Org Accelerator

Membership Power Pack

Simplifies new user registration with domain
matching or compant lookup. Offers Employee
Roster via the Portal, and gives the ability to track
multiple affiliations and roles.

Salesforce administrators can now tailor the dues
renewal process. MPP provides granular control
on when customers can renew, who can view the
invoices, and pay online.

Roster

Affiliations

Achieve greater flexibility to display any data in
Salesforce on the portal. Leverage this accelerate to
deliver a variety of business functions on the
customer portal including Employee Roster
Management, CEU Tracking, Disclosures or Conflict
of Interest, Engagement Scoring and more.

Easily track multiple affiliations, roles, and
relationships. Whether it’s the relationship between
account and contact, contact with multiple
accounts, and contacts to contacts.

My Downloads/Resoures

Financial Period Closure

A Lightning Component that can deliver
digital assets via the customer portal. Sample assets
are files related to membership, presentations at
events, publications purchased, etc.

Allows the accounting team to group transactions or
transaction lines to a particular financial period and
lock them. When locked no edits are allowed to key
fields on the transactions or transaction lines.

Files and Folders for Community Groups
Give members in Community Groups the ability to see
files in specific folders and upload files to these
folders based on their member community.

Why use an Accelerator?
• Accelerator code is prebuilt and well-tested. It prevents the need to code from scratch and is easily extensible.
• Setting up an accelerator has a lower (one-time) cost compared to the time it would take to build the feature
from scratch.
• It is owned by the customer just like any configuration and has been successfully implemented for customers in
the past.
• A fusionSpan Accelerator brings a set of features that customers can take advantage of quickly.
• fusionSpan will warranty the Accelerator for one year, provided no changes are made to the Accelerator code.
• All support questions for Accelerators can be submitted to our support team.
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